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Introduction

To analyze and optimize the sustainability of our toaster product, we took apart a basic design to 
understand the fine nuances of every small part inside it. 

● Handling, manipulation, manufacturing and inventory
● Cost of materials and manufacturing processes
● Too many parts causing complexity
● Simplified by eliminating or combining parts
● Compared material and manufacturing alternatives
● LCA assessment: Sustainability as fundamental criteria
● Proposed toaster design: 6 parts, 5 steps of assembly, -118 ecopoints



Product Decomposition & Documentation
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What We Learned from QFD

Focus on high importance rating FRs:

● Slots to fit different size of breads
● Can operate with one hand
● Intuitive controls

Design opportunities from competitive analysis:

● A delivery mechanism to deliver the toasted 
bread without touching the hot bread.

● Balance simplicity and usability by making the 
structure of the toaster more compact and 
simple while providing easy and intuitive 
controls.



DFM Analysis 

● 41 ASSEMBLY STEPS

● 24 Insertion or manual 
processes

● 10 Screwing, bending, or 
operation requiring tools 
related processes

● 5 Rotation of workpiece 
processes

● 4 Sub-assembly processes



Current Materials and Processes

● Over 50 parts 
○ CFE: 53 parts
○ Part Count Efficiency: 24.3%

● 6 Materials

● 6 Assembly axes

● 41 Assembly Steps

● Impossible to recycle

● MFG Cost: $3.47



Current Material and Process

When examining the current toaster, we disassembled the product into 48 separate parts, excluding the 
heating and electrical elements. We needed to rotate the axis of the toaster’s placement 3 times while 
disassembling (used 4 axis in total). 

Handling and manipulation of the parts were very difficult, using 6 different axes and requiring all group 
members’ help in some steps. We calculated Assembly Efficiency as 24.29%, which signals high potential 
of improvement . The overall inefficiency of the current design led to complexity in inventory, assembly, 
manufacturing and service, as well as high cost of assembly.

The current design also required a lot of post-processes, which made the manufacturing very costly and 
complex. 

We identified … number of parts as Candidates of Elimination and discussed alternative part solutions, 
materials and manufacturing processes to simplify our design for a more sustainable consumer product.  



Solutions Options

Critical Fundamental 
Requirements:

● Insert Bread into toaster

● Start the toaster

● Adjust level

● Remove toast



Solutions Options

Potential Material:

● Ceramic
○ We gave up the ceramic idea for body 

material because of low cost-efficiency in 
production and recycling processes 

Final Decision:

● Glass 
○ We decided on glass since it looks 

aesthetically appealing and more eco-friendly



Design Ideations

Subsolution combination 1: Drop in + Button + Button + Slide out

Compact, transparent delivery system; easy to clean



Design Ideations

Subsolution combination 2: Lay flat + Button + Button + Remove by hand

Intuitive, press toasting system; transparent to see toasting level



Design Ideations

Subsolution combination 3: Slide in + Button + Knob + Slide out

Secure (burnt-free) and easy delivery system; transparent to see toasting level



LCA



LCA

● In the LCA, materials, processes, transportation and disposal were optimized

● Polypropylene and steel body was replaced by a glass design

● Made manufacturing easier

● Internal structure had 7 steel pieces, made assembly complex

● Cut that down to 3 parts, the material changed to Aluminum

● Manufacture in Mexico or U.S. -  reduced shipping costs

● Recycling all components - glass, steel and plastic instead of landfilling/incineration



New DFM Analysis w/ Assembly flow path
The new design has 5 assembly 
steps concerned in the 
manufacturing process of our 
current toaster, and most of them 
are unnecessary:

● 5 Insertion or manual 
process

● 0 Screwing, bending, or 
operation requiring tools 
related processes

● 0 Rotation of workpiece 
processes

● 1 Sub-assembly processes



Proposed Materials and Processes 

● 6 parts 

● 1 Assembly axis

● 3 Materials

● 5 Assembly Steps

● Mfg. Cost $2.66

● EASY to recycle



Proposed Design 

For our final design, we took up the challenge of 
meeting the functional requirements under the 
following constraints:

1. Use as few materials as possible
2. Use as few parts as possible
3. Use recycled materials if possible
4. Use only recyclable materials



Proposed Design: 1st Iteration 



SIMPLE DESIGN

MEETS ALL FR’S

3 MATERIALS

6 PARTS

EASY TO ASSEMBLE

EASY TO RECYCLE

Proposed
Design: 
2nd Iteration 



SIMPLE DESIGN

MEETS ALL FR’S

3 MATERIALS

6 PARTS

EASY TO ASSEMBLE

EASY TO RECYCLE

Proposed
Design 



Prototyping



Final Product



Conclusion

● Taking the toaster apart - frustrating experience 

● Huge scope of improvement 

● QFD gave our work a structure 

● LCA allowed quantifying sustainability

● Tremendous learning opportunity
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